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Dear Sir/Madam,

Received with thanks the above mentioned paper No. 34/93. Further information will follow in due course. Please quote your above paper No. in future communication.

- Please send First copy. The paper will be processed only after the receipt of the first copy.
- Please send the duplicate copy of the paper and the diagrams (duly traced by a draughtsman) in Chinese ink if they are not already sent. Please note that author is charged the cost of printing the paper, if accepted, at the rate of Rs. 50 or Rs. 15 per printed page. The author is also charged for cost of preparing the blocks of his or her paper.
- The above paper is with the referee. You will be informed of the position as soon as the comments of the referee will be received.
- The above paper has been formally accepted for reading in a general meeting of the society and will appear in the Bulletin only if it is approved in the said meeting.
- The above paper has been formally accepted for publication and will appear in the Bulletin in due course.
- The above paper has not been recommended by our referee for publication in our Bulletin. It is returned with the referee's comments.
- The paper in the present form has not been recommended by the referee for publication in the Bulletin. The paper is returned with the referee's comments by separate post. The referee's comments is sent to you. If you agree with the comments, please modify the above paper in the light of referee's comments and send the modified paper with a copy of the previous version of your papers in duplicate for further consideration.

Thank you for your interest in our Bulletin.

Yours faithfully,
[Signature]
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